The Smarter Digital Marketing Playbook
The 3 phase method proven to increase new customers, drive revenue growth
and scale brand visibility
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Introduction
21st century leadership teams are facing
a constant battle to improve marketing
efficiencies, upskill their existing teams
and adopt the latest technologies.
Whilst CEOs, Marketing Directors and
Digital Managers are struggling to
keep up with the rapid pace of change,
brands are losing millions of pounds in
potential growth.
The Smarter Digital Marketing Playbook
demonstrates how brands can get
ahead of the curve by creating robust
data-driven digital strategies to increase
customers, drive revenue growth and
scale brand visibility.
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Based on the multi-award winning
method developed by ThoughtShift,
The Smarter Digital Marketing Playbook
breaks down the exact approach that
grew an adventure sports retailer’s
return on marketing investment from 3X
to 20X return, as well as increase a tech
brand’s ecommerce revenue from
£3 Million to £11 Million.

About ThoughtShift
ThoughtShift is a multi-award
winning digital marketing agency
empowering brands to make a
better impact through smarter
digital marketing.

What revenue growth is possible?
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Marine Super Store
The Problem
An adventure sports retailer wanted to increase online sales from their website.

The Solution

The Results

•

Keyword research identified opportunities to rank
on page 1 of Google for keywords with high buying
intent 

•

20x ROI on digital marketing campaign

•

85% year on year increase in total revenue

•

Meta data optimisation applied the target keywords
to title tags, meta descriptions and headings

•

Page 1 rankings for 100+ keywords

•

Technical consultancy resolved issues with canonical
URLs to help comply with Google’s guidelines

•

91% year on year increase in transactions

•

52% year on year increase in conversion rate

•

A range of seasonal campaigns were set up in order
to take advantage of seasonal search trends

•

CIM Marketing Excellence Award Winner 2018

•

Blogger outreach created audience relevant offsite
content on sailing blogs

•

AdWords campaigns were segmented to ensure a
high impression share for key products

•

Search query report analysis provided insights for
campaign expansion based on buying intent

•

Hundreds of negative keywords were added to
ensure ads only appeared for relevant searches

•

Google Shopping campaigns were optimised to give
top converting products higher visibility

•

PPC campaigns were optimised by location and time
to increase Quality Score and conversions
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85% Year on Year Increase

CALUMET
The Problem
Photography equipment retailer wanted to increase ROI, revenue and reputation from digital
marketing

The results

The Solution
•

Audience analysis led to targeting a new consumer
audience as well as the traditional professional B2B
audience

•

Buying cycle keyword research highlighted an
opportunity for the SEO campaign to target research
type keywords, whilst the PPC keyword strategy
targeted phrases which had buying intent

294% Increase in
revenue
from
search

•

294% year on year increase in SEM (SEO & PPC)
and Paid Social revenue

•

147% year on year increase in SEO revenue

•

42% year on year increase in SEO transactions

•

60% year on year increase in average order value
from SEO

•

Photography equipment style guides were created
to engage fashion, travel and food photographers

•

•

Google Shopping campaigns were dramatically
restructured to focus on converting product
keywords

66% year on year increase in eCommerce
conversion rate from SEO

•

•

Negative keywords were continuously added to
maximise visibility at 95% search impression share
for the keywords proven to drive the highest value
sales

Page 1 rankings for keywords like “Camera Shops
London”, “photography equipment” and “camera
shop”

•

239% year on year increase in paid media revenue

•

222% year on year increase in Google Ads revenue

•

Remarketing campaigns reached prospective buyers
and previous customers with cross sell campaigns

•

100% year on year increase in Google Shopping
revenue

•

Facebook Ad campaigns targeted audiences with
interests in photography, fashion, travel and food

•

196% year on year increase in revenue from Criteo
Ads

•

59% year on year increase in ROI of Criteo Ads

•

43:1 ROI generated from Facebook Ads
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Po-Zu
The Problem
An ethical fashion brand wanting to grow eCommerce sales in the UK and launch into the US market

The Solution
•

Optimised global site architecture for new
keywords such as “Star Wars shoes” and “Star
Wars sneakers”

•

Launched Google Shopping campaigns with
extensive negative keywords to exclude nonconverting terms

•

Developed relationships with Star Wars and
ethical fashion bloggers in the US and UK 

•

Dynamic Facebook product ads targeted
audiences with interests such as “Star Wars” and
“vegan”

Knowing our latest collection is
now on page 1 of Google and in
front of thousands of Star Wars
fans actively looking to buy our
products in both the US and UK
markets is exactly what we were
looking for.
Sven Segal, Po-Zu Founder & CEO

The results
•

Audience analysis led to targeting a new consumer audience as well as the traditional
professional B2B audience

•

Buying cycle keyword research highlighted an opportunity for the SEO campaign to
target research type keywords, whilst the PPC keyword strategy targeted phrases
which had buying intent

•

Photography equipment style guides were created to engage fashion, travel and
food photographers

•

Google Shopping campaigns were dramatically restructured to focus on converting product
keyword

Why take action now
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It’s time to step out of
the dark

9

Harness
your
own
data
10

Transform your growth
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How can you transform
your growth?
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Where are you now?
The fastest way to grow your brand is to start with
using Google Analytics data to uncover what marketing
sources are driving your current revenue:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue By Digital Channel
Paid Search Revenue By Keyword
Paid Media Revenue By Product
Paid Search Impressions By Keyword
Organic Search Revenue By Landing Page
Organic Rankings By Keyword

* All data insight examples shown refer to ecommerce
revenue data being available. If sales lead generation
is more appropriate for your website aims, please
substitute goal conversions at the appropriate value.
For example if 1 sale is worth £1,000 and your sales lead
to close rate is 1 in 4, your lead value would be £250.
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Revenue by Digital Channel
Google Analytics > Acquisition > All Traffic > Channels
(compare Preferred Date Range)
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Paid Search Revenue by Keyword
Google Analytics > Acquisition > AdWords > Keywords
(view Preferred Date Range, Sort by Revenue)
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Paid Media Revenue by Product
Google Analytics > Conversions >E-commerce > Product Performance
(view Preffered Date Range, filter by Google PPC or Paid Traffic Segment, Sort by Revenue)
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Paid Search Impressions by Keyword
Google Analytics > Conversions >E-commerce > Product Performance
(view Preffered Date Range, filter by Google PPC or Paid Traffic Segment, Sort by Revenue)
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Organic Search Revenue by Landing Pages
Google Analytics > Behaviour > Site Content > Landing Pages
(View Preffered Date Range, filter by Organic Traffic, Sort by Revenue)
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Organic Rankings by Keyword
Google Analytics > Aquisition > Search Console (must be linked to your analytics) > Queries
(view Preffered Date Range, Sort by Clicks)
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Digital Channel Data Insights
From your Google Analytics analysis, you can now
identify your brand’s digital revenue split

Top channels driving revenue include:
•

Direct

•

Organic Search

•

Paid Search (PPC)

•

Facebook Ads

•

Social Media

•

Display

•

Email Marketing
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PPC Data Insight Summary
From your data analysis, you can now identify the following PPC data insights

•

Top PPC revenue driving keywords

•

Top PPC products driving revenue

•

Best PPC revenue gap keywords (not appearing at
the top of Google 100% of the time)

•

Best PPC conversion rate gap keywords (not
appearing at the top of Google 100% of the time)

•

Best PPC average order gap keywords (not
appearing at the top of Google 100% of the time)

•

Best short term PPC revenue keyword opportunities
from all best conversion sources including PPC and
SEO (not appearing at the top of Google and with
the biggest opportunity to increase revenue if the
cost per click were to be maintained)
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SEO Data Insight Summary
From your data analysis, you can now identify the following SEO data insights

•

Top SEO products driving revenue

•

Top SEO pages driving revenue

•

Best SEO revenue opportunities from PPC top
performing keywords (not at top of page 1)

•

Best SEO revenue opportunities from PPC top
performing products (not at top of page 1)

•

Best SEO revenue opportunities from SEO top
performing pages (not at top of page 1)

•

Best SEO revenue opportunities from SEO top
performing products (not at top of page 1)

•

Best short term SEO revenue keyword opportunities
from all data sources including SEO and PPC (not at
page 1 AND where the annual revenue generated
is worth multiple times more than the resource
investment required)
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Web
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Brand Value Proposition
Put your brand value proposition on your homepage
Now of course, you know who your most
loyal customers are and why they buy
your products. But can you honestly say
whether a first time visitor would be able
to understand your unique value proposition upon their first arrival on your
website?
As you increase your online visibility
and attract more new customers to your
site, particularly through SEO & PPC
investment, the greater the chance you’ll

have less than a second to convince that
inquisitive first time visitor that you are
the brand for them.
So think about your ideal customer and
how they would describe the benefits
to their friends of exactly what you do
and that’s the best strap line or welcome
message to have on your homepage.

Will a first time visitor to
your site

Get it?
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Symbols of Trust
Check symbols of trust are viewable from every page
We’ve all done it, got carried away online
and found something we are eager to
buy. Then the fear sets in, “who runs
this site?”, “will I get my stuff, if I order?”,
“where are they based, in case I need to
go and get my money back?”.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Visa
Mastercard
Paypal
Amazon Pay
Security padlocks
Established 20 years
Reviews
Awards logos
Logos of press/TV coverage e.g.
As seen in the Guardian / Grazia

Conversion Audit
Make a purchase or complete an enquiry form from your website
When was the last time you bought
something from your own website?
This is a great exercise to complete at
least once a year. Also, if you run an
ecommerce website, go through your
returns procedure to refund your spend
back to yourself. You will quickly see gaps
in the user experience that make the site
clunky to use rather than slick. It will also
provide you with opportunities to improve
email subject lines and copy. 
You might even want to add in some
cross-sell campaigns or let people
know they can subscribe to your email
newsletter, as well as the benefits to them
of receiving it. 
Once you’ve made a purchase and got
a refund. Ask a colleague to do the
same and watch what they do over their
shoulder (as if you’re not there). You’ll
see where people struggle and this
kind of low cost user experience (UX)
research will quickly highlight how easy it
is to forget what it’s like for a brand new
customer who doesn’t know what you do
from Adam.
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SEO
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Technical SEO Audit
Run your site through Google’s speed test for developers
The speed of your website is a hugely
important factor in being on page 1 of
Google. The more popular a keyword,
the more important your site being faster
than your competitors is. Drop your
website into the free tool and get your
development team to fix any red flags as
a priority:
https://developers.google.com/speed/
pagespeed/insights/
Then run the Google speed test for your
competitors ahead of you on page 1
for your choicest keywords and move
to fixing any amber flags if you want to
outrank them.
We’ve seen new websites with superawesome new code go straight in top
the top spot so if you are redesigning
your site, include minifying your code as
an essential web build requirement for
improved SEO. Plus, since the Google
Mobile Algorithm Update, it is now a
given that your site uses a responsive
web design for mobiles, tablets and
desktops to stand a chance of ranking
across all devices.
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Title Tag Optimisation
Maximise the 60 character limit of every page of your website
The amount of characters that are displayed in the titles of your
Google search results does vary and has been slyly cut back by
Google over the years to around 60 characters.

purchases and identifying keyword gaps you haven’t previously
used to describe those categories and adding them in the right
order.

However many characters there are, another mistake website
marketing teams often make is to underutilise this allowance.

The order should be a combination of your customers’ search
behaviour with the most lucrative, high revenue driving
keywords as near to the left as possible as Google places more
relevance for words in this position.

But it’s not about keyword stuffing, it’s about carefully analysing
the most relevant keywords that have previously driven
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Meta Descriptions Optimisation
Include calls to action in your meta descriptions
For many years now, meta descriptions
have been dropped as a Google ranking
factor.
However, from our experience in
increasing the SEO results for over 300
websites we have seen that including
keyword variations, unique selling
points, free delivery and a call to action
significantly increases click through rates
from the search result to your website.
If you’re #1 organically, your click through
rate may be as high as 100%!!!
In more exciting news, a current Google
ranking factor that pushes your site up
above the rest is click through rate, so
spend the time on optimising your meta
descriptions for clicks and the increased
rankings will send more relevant traffic,
conversions and revenue your way.
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On Page Optimisation
Add relevant keyword variations and internal links to every page of
your website
Review your top landing pages driving revenue
to identify if there are content gap opportunities
to apply keyword variations (relevant to each
particular page) from the top revenue driving
PPC keywords to any of the following whilst
maintaining the current positions of all organic
ranking keywords across:

•
•
•
•

Main headings
Sub headings
Body content
Internal links

Ensure that no organic keywords currently
ranking on page 1 have been moved further
to the right or down the page as this will
potentially reduce those rankings, traffic and
subsequent revenue.
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Off Page Optimisation
Build relevant external links to key pages of your website
To maintain the top positions in the organic
search results, your brand will need more than a
fast website with great content. You’ll also need
to build the offsite or off page authority of your
site by developing links from third party websites
to yours such as blogs, directories, magazines,
wikis, social media and review sites.
Each link acts like an independent vote that
gives your brand credibility. Every time a website
links to your website some of that website’s
own authority passes across to yours. The more
authority the page of a site has compared to
another site’s page will determine the order
search engines rank those pages in the search
results.
Although not all links are created equal and
getting a link from websites you’ve heard of
such as the BBC, The Guardian or Wikipedia will
pass across more authority from a single link
than if you were to get 100s of links from blogs
or directories. However, blogs and directories
can be incredibly relevant for the keywords you
wish to be found for and so the theme of the site
linking to you is also important in determining
how relevant your website is for a particular
keyword topic.
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The specific page the third party site is linking
to on your site is also critical as search engines
rank pages not websites. Ideally you want to get
an external link to every page of your website
that you want to be found in search engines for,
starting with the most lucrative pages.

Content
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Blog Strategy
Ensure your blog posts aren’t competing with your sales pages
In a bid to optimise your site for those top
traffic and conversion driving keywords,
blog posts often get written to include
those keywords within the blog post
titles.

If you’re trying to increase your visibility
for people ready to “buy ladies luxury
gloves” send them directly to your shop.
Your sales pages have calls to action and
your blog pages often don’t.

This can lead to your blog post
outranking your category or services
landing page in the search results which
is usually devastating for your conversion
rate.

Instead use your blog to create editorial
for topics that don’t necessarily have
their own category such as trends
and solutions for different audience
segments.
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Start thinking like a publisher and
create content marketing plans to
suit your customers, using formats
like style guides, look books,
interviews, how to’s and gift
guides.

Paid Media
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Google Ads Optimisation
Segment your Google Ads Campaigns by Keyword Match Type
Keyword Match Types determine what
types of search query your ad will appear
in Google for.

•

Exact match = Will only display your
ad for that exact query
Phrase match = Will only display your
ad for that phrase with other words
able to appear before/after that
phrase
Broad match = Will display your ad for
any query with that keyword

•

•

•

Broad match modified = Will display
your ad for any query with all the
words in the search query in any
order
If you’ve currently got a mix of broad
match, broad match modified, phrase
match and exact match keywords in
the same campaign, you will likely see
a major uplift in return on investment
from separating these into their own
campaigns.

Broad

BMM

Search Query

Holiday Maldives

+Holiday+Maldives

Hotels in Maldives

YES

YES

Maldives Motels

YES

NO

Guest House in Maldives

YES

NO

Rentals in Maldives

YES

NO
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This is because Google only enables
you to set budgets at a campaign level.
So you can adjust spend into the top
converting campaigns by keyword match
type, driving up your Google Ads Quality
Score and bringing down your cost per
click. So your existing budget is free to
go so much further and you multiply your
return on investment.

Google Shopping Optimisation
If you have an ecommerce product catalogue,
optimise your Google Shopping campaign
Google Shopping has gone through many changes
and without being ecommerce PPC specialists, Google
Ads campaign managers are often unaware that the
best way to reduce their cost per click is to develop a
segmented product campaigns.
Google allows you to add a range of custom columns
to your product feed within Google Merchant Center
which you can use to ensure your budget is working as
hard as possible and you don’t have irrelevant products
being shown.
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The most critical custom column to add for the majority
of retailers is a “season” column.
Hey presto, you can safely bid away, content that your
Christmas range isn’t going to be turning up in the
height of summer because of a gift keyword match in
your product title!

Microsoft Advertising Optimisation
Replicate your Google Ads Campaigns on Bing via
Microsoft Advertising
A great PPC Strategy to take advantage
of is to get your Google Ads campaign up
to scratch and then replicate this on Bing.
Bing has a much smaller market share
than Google at around 15:85%.
But whilst Bing will drive 80% less volume
in terms of traffic and conversions, that
could be as much as a 20% increase in
your overall traffic and conversions.
Bing is especially good if you target an
older or corporate audience who are
more likely to use the Microsoft default
settings including Internet Explorer with
the Bing search engine.
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Social Media
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Paid Social Ad Optimisation
Use storytelling to engage your audiences across
relevant social media platforms
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest
and LinkedIn all have paid native
advertising platforms that mean you
can reach your exact audience by
a combination of demographic and
behavioural targeting including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Gender
Location
Job title
Company
Interest
Previous customer
Previous visitor to your website
without making a purchase or enquiry

According to Google’s study of
purchasing it takes 11 interactions across
multiple devices before a customer
converts.
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So warm up customers who’ve not
heard of your brand before with video
content in the early stages, develop
the relationship further with product
information in the consideration stage
and close the deal when they’re ready to
buy with a timely sales promotion.

Digital PR
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Digital PR Syndication
Automatically post your content to social media
You’re super-busy and just getting the
latest blogs on the site is hard enough
without consistently remembering or
having the time to post that blog to all of
your social networks (you’re on so many
now)!
Give yourself a break by automatically
distributing your blogs using Really
Simple Syndication (RSS) on Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn and Twitter
as you publish them online.
You can also use a wealth of social media
management tools such as Buffer and
Hootsuite.
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3. Performance Impact
Implement digital marketing campaigns collaboratively to make a better impact
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Manage Distributed Digital Teams
Split digital strategy actions across specialist in-house and/or external agency and freelance teams,
supported by flexible technology to automate workflows.
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Organic Media

Paid Media

Social Media

Data Analysis

Google Ads Auditing

Blogging

Integrated Data Insight

Google Shopping Auditing

Social Media Management

Brand Value Proposition

PPC Shopping Feed Optimisation

Image Asset Creation

Website Management

PPC Remarketing Auditing

Video Asset Creation

Web Design

Microsoft Advertising Auditing

Facebook Ads Auditing

Web Development

Microsoft Shopping Auditing

Instagram Ads Auditing

Technical SEO Auditing

Google Ads Management

Pinterest Ads Auditing

Content Optimisation

Google Shopping Management

Facebook Ads Management

Content Creation

PPC Remarketing Management

Instagram Ads Management

Social Media Management

Microsoft Advertising Management

Pinterest Ads Management

Set Measures of Success
Benchmark and then compare performance on a monthly/quarterly/annual basis
Goal

Key Performance Indicator

Benchmark

Target

Increase Brand Awareness

No. of Organic Search Impressions
No. of Paid Search Impressions
Positions of Page 1 Keyword Rankings

Project Start
Project Start
Project Start

p
p
p

Increase Traffic

Total Website Traffic
Direct Traffic
Organic Traffic
Paid Traffic

Project Start
Project Start
Project Start
Project Start

p
p
p
p

Increase Sales

Total Sales Leads
Total Sales Revenue
Total No. of Customers

Project Start
Project Start
Project Start

p
p
p

Cost Per Acquisition
Customer Lifetime Value
Return on Ad Spend
Return on Marketing Investment

Project Start
Project Start
Project Start
Project Start

p
p
p
p

Increase ROI
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Achieve Your Goals
Depending on the organic-driven or paid-driven digital strategies you implement,
you can expect the following growth outcomes over the next 18 months:

Paid Media Driven Growth

Organic Media Driven Growth

Revenue

Traffic

Start
Month

% Growth Compared to Benchmark

% Growth Compared to Benchmark

ROI
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Where will smarter digital
marketing take you?
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Request Your Free
Digital Marketing Consultation
If you enjoyed The Smarter Digital Marketing Playbook, you
can request a Free Digital Marketing Consultation with the
ThoughtShift team:
Call:		

01273 066 099

Email:

hello@thoughtshift.co.uk 

Visit:

www.thoughtshift.co.uk
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